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Insurance: recap

I Strategies for consumption smoothing are
important for development

I Formal insurance markets are limited
(information and enforcement)

I Informal insurence at the village level only
covers idiosyncratic risk

I Imperfect credit markets and insufficient
insurance harms development



Typical exam questions

1) Set up the perfect insurance model with
idiosyncratic as well as systematic risk. What can
be attained by a mutual insurance scheme? How
can we test this?

2) Discuss the problems with mutual insurance
schemes. How can these problems be encountered?



New developments: Microinsurance

Giné et al. (2010): “Microinsurance. A case study
of the Indian Rainfall Index Insurance Market”

I Payouts calculated on basis of a publicly
observed and exogenous variable: local rainfall
⇒ reduces incentive problems

I Disadvantage: not full insurance, other
frictions (e.g. liquidity constraints)

I Seeks to mitigate adverse effects on
development when other risk sharing methods
(self-insurance, mutual insurance and credit)
are insufficient



New developments: Microinsurance

“In addition (...) households vulnerable to risk may also

engage in a variety of costly ex ante ’income smoothing’

activities that may reduce income variability but also lower the

average income. For example, a household with low savings

concerned about monsoon risk may underinvest in fertilizer or

hybrid seeds at the start of the monsoon season because of a

desire to maintain a stock of liquid savings in case the harvest

fails.” (page 6)



New developments: Microinsurance

I Has become very popular

I Has it led to more consumption smoothing?

I Has it led to more risk-taking?



Natural resources: Curse or Blessing?
Survey paper by van Der Ploeg (2011)

I Empirical evidence suggests that either
outcome is possible

Botswana:

I 40 % of GDP from diamonds,

I One of the worlds highest growth rate since
1965

Nigeria:

I Oil revenues have risen from USD33 in 1965 to
USD325 in 2000, but income per capita has
stagnated at around USD 1100 in PPP terms

I Poverty and inequality increasing



The natural resource curse



The Natural Resource Curse: Hypotheses

1. The Dutch disease + positive externalities

2. Bad institutions

3. Presidential democracies

4. Corruption

5. Volatility of prices

6. Conflict

7. Unsustainable policies



1. The Dutch disease

Corden and Neary (1982):
A resource boom causes a contraction of the traded
sector

I Resource movement effect:
I Resource sector draws labor and capital from the

nonresource sectors

I Spending effect:
I Increased demand for non-traded goods → draws

labor and capital from the nonresource traded
sector

⇒ Smaller nonresource traded sector



The Dutch disease: evidence

I Early evidence mixed, more recent studies
indicate DD effects

I Harding and Venables (2010): The response to
a resource windfall is to:

I Save 30 %
I Decrease nonresource exports by 35-70 %
I Increase nonresource imports by 0-35 %



The Dutch disease and Learning-by-doing

Why is the shrinking of the traded sector a
problem?

I Traded sector benefits the most from
Learning-by-doing

I The shrinking of the traded sector reduces LBD
and lowers growth

Sachs and Warner (1995)
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Effect of resource dependence on growth:
empirical evidence



Problems

I Resource dependence (measured as res.exports
GDP )

endogenous
I Denominator not independent of economic policies

and institutions (Brunnschweiler and Bulte 2008)
I Nominator: Rich countries may consume more of

the resources domestically (Ross 2009)

I Ross (2009) uses oil income per capita, even
this is endogenous

I Richer countries typically invest more in oil
extraction



2. Institutions:Three perspectives

I Natural resources harm institutions, which
harms growth

I Allows governments to pacify dissent, avoid
accountability, and resist modernization (Isham et
al. 2005)

I Institutions don’t matter (S & W 1997)
I Institutional differences determine whether

natural resources are a blessing or a curse
(Mehlum et al. 2006)
Resource rents may be

I channeled into the productive economy (good
institutions)

I captured by the elite (bad institutions)



Institutions: Model

Mehlum, Moene and Torvik (2006)

I Entrepreneurs allocate between production and
grabbing until return is equal

I Joint economies in production

I Grabbers fight for resource rents and feed on
producers

⇒ Both grabbers’ and producers’ return decreases
as the # of grabbers increase and the # of
producers decrease

I Assumption: Grabbers’ return decreases
proportionately more



The allocation of entrepreneurs



Institutions: Model cont’d

I What is the effect of a discovery of valuable
resources?

I Analysed in two simplified scenarios:
I Grabber-friendly institutions: grabbers get the

entire rent (production and rent-seeking
competing)

I Producer-friendly institutions: producers get the
entire rent (production and rent-seeking
complementary)

I Rent-seeking: attempts to obtain economic
rents by manipulating environment in which
economic activities occur, rather than by
creating new wealth.



Grabber-friendly institutions



Producer-friendly institutions: blessing



Growth paths



Empirical evidence
Test the equation

growth = a + b ∗ inst.quality + c ∗ res.abundance
+d ∗ (inst.quality ∗ res.abundance) + e ∗ X

X is a vector of controls:

I initial income level

I openess

I investments

d(growth)

d(res.abundance)
= c + b ∗ (inst.quality)



Empirical evidence cont’d
Sachs and Warner (1995, 1997ab):

I Do not include the interaction term
I Conclude that institutions don’t matter



Empirical evidence cont’d

d(growth)

d(res.abundance)
= −14.34 + 15.40 ∗ (inst.quality)

I Growth effect of resources negative for most
countries

I Magnitude depends on the institutional quality

I 15 countries have inst.quality above treshold
(Norway, Canada, Australia)



3. Presidential vs. parliamentary
democracies

Andersen and Aslaksen (2008):

I Institutional quality is endogenous

I Unclear which aspects of institutional
performance which are important for growth

I Propose to investigate the role of institutional
design



Presidential vs. parliamentary democracies
cont’d

Andersen and Aslaksen (2008):

I Resource curse present in presidential systems,
but not in parliamentary systems

I Nature of the constitutional system empirically
more important than democratic rule

I Explanation: Presidential systems less
accountable/representative → rent-grabbing
and corruption



4. Corruption

I Resource wealth stimulates corruption among
bureaucrats and politicians (Ades and Di Tella
1999):

”Oil and corruption go together. Nigeria’s oil accounts
for about 80 % of government revenue. The official price
of crude increased 17-fold in eight years from about $2 a
barrel in 1973-4 to $34 by the end of 1981. Nigeria went
on a construction and importing spree: Parties and party
officials grew rich.” The Economist, August 4, 1984



Corruption cont’d

I Resource wealth stimulates corruption only in
nondemocratic regimes (Bhattacharyya and
Hodler 2010):

”in the resource-rich democracies Australia and Norway,
this tendency can be checked by sound democratic
institutions that keep governments accountable to the
people.” (page 619)



5. Volatility of prices

I Debt (Manzano and Rigobon 2001)
I When prices were high, resource rich countries

used the resources as collateral for debt
I Resource prices fell → debt crisis
I By including debt in regression eq. the effect of

resources on growth dissappear

I Liquidity constraints (van der Ploeg and Poelhekke
2009)

I Find a positive direct effect of resources on growth,
but a larger negative indirect effect of resources on
growth via volatility

I Explanation: price volatility → liquidity constraints
more likely to bite → innovation and growth falls

I Especially when financial instiutions are weak



6. Conflict

Collier and Hoeffler (2004):

I The export share of primary commodities is the
largest single influence on the risk of conflict

I Ethnic polarization insignificant

Problems:

I Export share is endogenous

I Overlooks that ethnic polarization may work
through the resource curse effect



Conflict cont’d

Hodler (2006):

I Replaces exports with resources that can be
extracted in the future

I Includes interaction term: ETHN*NC

I Finds that resources is a curse in ethnically
fractionalized countries and a blessing in
homogeneous countries

I Ethnically fragmented Nigeria vs. relatively
homogenous Botswana



7. Unsustainable government policies

Resource wealth may encourage:

I Excessive borrowing (Mansoorian 1991)
I Excessive optimism/short-sightedness (Ross

1999):
I Investments in unnecessary projects
I Keep bad policies in force
I Lose sight of growth-promoting policies



Savings

I Hartwick rule: optimal to invest all resource
rents in other forms of capital

I Implies constant level of utility over time ⇔
zero genuine saving

I Genuine saving: saving minus depreciation of
investment, plus spending on education
(accumulation of human capital), minus the
value of net depletion of natural resources,
minus damages of stock pollutants



Savings cont’d
I Resource dependent countries have lower

genuine saving rates than others



Savings cont’d



Reasons for low genuine savings

I Expectations of better times (higher rate of
increase in resource prices, technical progress in
extraction)

I Worries about change of government

I Erosion of institutions and rent-seeking

I Short-sightedness of policy makers



Harnessing resource windfalls

van der Ploeg and Venables (2011)

I The optimal savings decision may be different
for capital-scarce developing as opposed to
capital-rich developed countries

I Benchmark: The permanent income hypothesis
- sustained increase in consumption

I More conservative: Bird-in-hand - all revenue is
put in a SWF, only the interest earned on the
fund is consumed



Harnessing resource windfalls cont’d



Harnessing resource windfalls cont’d

Features of developing countries that interact
importantly with a foreign exchange windfall:

I Capital scarcity due to premium on high levels
of debs

I Small tax base and distortionary tax system

⇒ Savings should be directed to accumulation of
domestic private and public capital rather than
foreign assets



Harnessing resource windfalls cont’d

Optimal consumption path for developing countries:

I Consumption is skewed towards the present,
because the present generation poor relative to
future

I Capital scarcity → some of the revenue saved
and invested in domestic capital stock and
some is used for cutting debt

I Reduced debt, distortionary taxes and more
public infrastructure accelerates development


